Citation: Walterscheid, R. L., and M. P. Hickey (2012), Gravity wave propagation in a diffusively separated gas: Effects on the total gas, J. Geophys. Res., 117, A05303, doi: [1] We present a full-wave model that simulates acoustic-gravity wave propagation in a binary-gas mixture of atomic oxygen and molecular nitrogen, including molecular viscosity and thermal conductivity appropriately partitioned between the two gases.
Introduction
[2] A widely used simplification in dynamical models of the diffusively stratified thermosphere is the application of equations for a single gas (the total gas) with heightdependent physical properties such as mean molecular weight and specific heats. A further approximation is that composition remains fixed at a fixed location despite the advection of one-gas species relative to another [e.g., Richmond and Matsushita, 1975; Fuller-Rowell and Rees, 1981; Mikkelsen et al., 1981; Walterscheid et al., 1985; Mikkelsen and Larsen, 1991; Brinkman et al., 1995; Hagan et al., 1999] . This approximation is used in lieu of the much more complicated and computationally intensive system of equations that must be solved when a multiconstituent approach is used [e.g., Colegrove et al., 1966; Hays et al., 1973; Reber and Hays, 1973; Straus et al., 1977; Mayer et al., 1978; Mayr et al., 1984 Mayr et al., , 1987 Del Genio et al., 1979a , 1979b Dickinson et al., 1984; Sun et al., 1995] . A general result is that motion (primarily vertical motion) drives a diffusively separated atmosphere with heightdependent composition out of diffusive equilibrium and causes composition to be locally perturbed. The standard one-gas models assume implicitly that such advective perturbations are instantaneously annulled by mutual diffusion [Walterscheid and Hickey, 2001] .
Theory
[3] In this work we consider a binary mixture of atomic oxygen and molecular nitrogen. Since the molecular weights of N 2 and O 2 are similar (28 versus 32) the binary mixture comprising O and N 2 is not too different from a binary mixture of O and N 2 À O 2 .
Two-Gas Collisionally Coupled System
[4] We develop a full-wave model to simulate acousticgravity wave fluctuations in a binary gas. It includes all the processes currently included in the one-gas full-wave model, and also includes the diffusion of heat and momentum between the two constituents. The linearized equations for a two constituent atmosphere that includes the collisional transfer of heat and momentum between constituents are given by Del Genio [1978] . We generalize these equations by including the molecular diffusion of heat and momentum. The viscous stress tensor is
where m is the coefficient of molecular viscosity, v i is the i-th velocity component and d ij is the Kronecker delta. The heat and momentum equations for the two constituents are collisionally coupled. Assuming hard elastic spheres and a Maxwellian velocity distribution for each species results in the following expression for the coupling coefficient K st [Burgers, 1969; Schunk, 1977; Del Genio, 1978 ]
where s is the sum of the radii of the colliding spheres, m is the molecular mass, n is the number density, k is Boltzmann's constant, and T is temperature. Subscripts refer to individual species and the overbar refers to a basic state quantity. Dividing K st by the basic state mass density r s gives a collision frequency, where the subscript s refers to the gas to which the prognostic equation for momentum or heat applies.
Viscosity and Thermal Conduction
[5] The coefficients of thermal conduction and dynamic viscosity for one species are not independent of the other species. This is because these coefficients are proportional to the mean free path and the mean free path is inversely proportional to the total number density and the square of the effective molecular diameter for the mixture [Kittel, 1969] . The viscosity for a single gas derived from kinetic theory is
where the subscript i refers to the i À th constituent, M i is the molecular weight, c i is the mean particle speed, l i is the mean free path, d i is the molecular diameter and n i is the number density. For a single gas l i = (pd i 2 n i ) À1 . For a mixture of gases l i = (pd eff 2 N) À1 , whence
where r i = n i /N, N is total number density and d eff is the effective molecular collision diameter of the i-th species with respect to the mixture. The factor r i ranges over a much larger range of values than the diameter factor and we apply the simple formula
This is consistent with the widely used semi-empirical equation obtained by Herning and Zipperer [1936] for the viscosity of a gas mixture.
Prognostic Equation for the Mean Molecular Weight
[6] Walterscheid and Hickey [2001] showed that following the motion the mean molecular weight M in a gas mixture varies in time according to
where
and where the subscripts denote individual species and u is the mass density weighted fluid velocity. The linearized form of (6) is
where F′ j ¼ n j u″ and where u″ ¼ u′ j À u′ is the perturbation diffusion velocity for the j À th constituent. It is easily shown that
where r i is the basic state mass density mixing ratio of the i-th species. In the limit of fast diffusion the terms on the right side of (8) balance and
that is, the motion does not perturb the mean molecular weight profile (M′ = 0). In the limit of slow diffusion the effects of mutual diffusion are too slow to balance the perturbing effects of the vertical motion. This gives
Equation (11) is just the linearized equivalent of DM/Dt = 0.
Simulations
[7] To elucidate multiconstituent effects on the total gas we perform simulations with our binary-gas model and onegas model.
One-Gas Full-Wave Model
[8] The full-wave model is a linear, steady state model that describes the vertical propagation of acoustic-gravity waves in an atmosphere with molecular viscosity and thermal conduction, ion drag, Coriolis force, and the eddy diffusion of heat and momentum in the mesosphere. Here we ignore ion drag, the Coriolis force and eddy diffusion. The model solves the Navier-Stokes equations on a high resolution vertical grid subject to boundary conditions, and allows quite generally for propagation in a height varying atmosphere (non-isothermal mean state temperature and height varying mean winds and diffusion). The model has been described by Hickey et al. [1997] , Walterscheid and Hickey [2001] , and Schubert et al. [2003] .
[9] The linearized equations are numerically integrated from the lower to the upper boundary using the tridiagonal algorithm described by Bruce et al. [1953] and Lindzen and Kuo [1969] . The lower boundary is set well below the region of interest and a lower sponge layer is implemented to avoid the extraneous effects of wave reflection build up below the region of interest [e.g., Hickey et al., 2000] . In this study we employ a lower sponge layer with the lower boundary placed 450 km below zero altitude. The large depth is required to allow the damping to increase gradually to avoid undue reflection from gradients in the damping rate.
[10] The wave forcing is then through the addition of an inhomogeneous heat term in the energy equation defined by a Gaussian heating profile over altitude, with a full-width-athalf-max of 0.125 km. It is centered at an altitude of 80 km. We adjust the source amplitude to give reasonable peak amplitudes.
[11] At the upper boundary (here 650 km altitude) a radiation condition is imposed using a dispersion equation that includes dissipation [Hickey and Cole, 1987] . A RayleighNewtonian sponge layer in addition to the natural absorption by viscosity and heat conduction is also implemented to absorb waves reflected from the upper boundary [Hickey et al., 1997; Walterscheid and Hickey, 2001; Schubert et al., 2003] . The Rayleigh coefficient is given as
Here, W ¼ w À k⋅u H is the wave intrinsic frequency, w is the wave frequency, k is the wave number vector, and ū H is the mean horizontal wind vector. Also, z L and H L are the altitude and characteristic decay height associated with the lower sponge, while the upper sponge is similarly defined with subscript "u." Here z L and z U were set to the lower and upper boundary altitudes, respectively. The Newtonian cooling coefficient has the identical form. The mean molecular weight is a specified function of altitude.
[12] The model can be run in two modes. One employs the usual approach where (10) is prescribed. The other adds an equation for wave perturbed M, namely (11). This is described by Walterscheid and Hickey [2001] . These authors suggested that the latter approach was more accurate. We shall address this suggestion with the binary-gas model.
Binary-Gas Model
[13] The linearized equations are numerically integrated from the lower to the upper boundary using the approach described in the preceding section. The equations for the two coupled species are solved simultaneously. The heating is apportioned between the two species so that the total heating is the same as for the one-gas full-wave model and so that the heating rate for each species in units of K s À1 is the same. This is done by prescribing the N 2 forcing to be a factor C N 2 /C O greater than the O forcing, where C = rc p is the heat capacity.
Binary Total Gas Model
[14] The results of one-gas full-wave simulations are not equivalent to the results obtained when the results of multiconstituent models are summed. This follows from the fact that neither (10) nor (11) are rigorously true. To obtain the total gas response based on the results of the two-gas model we combine the velocity components by mass density weighting and the temperature by heat capacity weighting. Our "binary total gas" model is just the results of the two-gas model summed in this manner.
Basic State
[15] In order to simplify interpretation in terms of compositional effects without the complications of wave reflection we perform most of our calculations with an isothermal basic state. Some concluding simulations are performed with a realistic nonisothermal basic state. All simulations involve a resting basic state.
[16] The basic state is defined by the MSIS-90 model [Hedin, 1991] evaluated at the equator for a longitude of 105°W and for a UT of 09 h and day number 318. The solar and geomagnetic conditions were assumed to be low, with the daily F 10.7 = 99, the 81-day mean F 10.7 = 120, a p = 38 and year = 1993.
[17] Basic state profiles of mean molecular weight, and collision coefficients for N 2 through O and O through N 2 are shown in Figure 1 . The strongest compositional gradient occurs in the lower thermosphere between $150 and 230 km.
Isothermal Basic State
[18] The isothermal basic state is based on the MSIS-90 model as described above. We adopt a temperature (634.1 K) that is equal to the average of the temperatures obtained at altitudes of 120 km and 500 km, respectively. The mean pressure obtained at an altitude of 120 km is chosen as a reference, and the N 2 and O pressure distributions (and the N 2 and O number densities) are each calculated based on the assumption of diffusive equilibrium and integrating the barometric equation using a constant scale height for each. From the mean pressure and temperature the mean density is calculated using the ideal gas equation of state.
[19] The collision frequencies (shown in Figure 1 ) diminish as number density with increasing altitude. The collision frequency for O in N 2 diminishes more rapidly than N 2 in O because the former is proportional to N 2 number density while the latter is proportional to O number density, and N 2 diminishes more rapidly with altitude than O.
Nonisothermal Basic State
[20] The temperature is given by the MSIS-90 model at altitudes above 120 km, with a mean exospheric temperature of 877 K. At lower altitudes the temperature is forced to become isothermal, smoothly decreasing to a value of 240 K at low altitudes. Using the pressure at 120 km altitude as a reference, the pressures at other altitudes are obtained by assuming diffusive equilibrium and integrating the barometric equation using the local scale height values for N 2 and O. The mass density and number density are then calculated using the ideal gas equation of state for N 2 and O.
Model Calculations
[21] We perform two sets of calculations for identical background states and total forcing. One set is based on our one-gas full-wave model; the other is based on the binarygas model. In the latter case we sum the constituents, appropriately weighted as described before, to form results that can be compared to the one-gas model. The main goal of this study is to compare the two different formulations of the one-gas results with the binary total-gas model and elucidate the differences.
[22] The one-gas model is run in two modes. The first is to keep the mean molecular weight locally fixed according to (10) and the other is to allow the vertical motion to perturb the mean molecular weight according to (11). We also include a similar equation describing the conservation of the specific heat at constant pressure (c p ) since this depends on M. See Walterscheid and Hickey [2001] for details.
[23] Simulations are performed for three wave periods (10, 20 and 40 min) and three horizontal wavelengths (60, 120 and 240 km). Thus all waves have a horizontal phase velocity c = 100 m s À1 , while covering a range of frequencies. The phase speed is fast enough to give vertical wavelengths that are long enough to avoid strong scale-dependent dissipation low in the thermosphere and allow penetration of the wave into the region of the thermosphere where composition gradients are largest.
Results
[24] All results are for the isothermal atmosphere described in section 3.4.1 except as noted. Figure 2 shows vertical profilesoftheamplitudeofthetwo-gas modelpredictionsofthe vertical diffusion velocities for O, N 2 and the total gas vertical velocity for a wave with a period of 10 min and a horizontal wavelength of 60 km. In the lower thermosphere the two constituentsareverytightlycoupledandthediffusionvelocitiesare very small with the O diffusion velocity w″ O being the greater, reflectingthefactthatthelessdenseofthetwospeciesmusthave the larger diffusion velocity (see (9)). The diffusion velocity w″ O growsrapidlywithaltitude;thengrowthdiminishes untilapeak is reached near $210 km. The diffusion velocity for w″ N 2 grows even more rapidly, and peaks $20 km higher than w″ O . This Figure 1 . Basic state profiles of (a) mean molecular weight and (b) collision coefficients for N 2 through O (solid) and O through N 2 (dashed). Figure 2 . Binary-gas model predictions of wave (a) amplitudes and (b) phase of the total gas vertical velocity w′ and the individual O and N 2 diffusion velocities w″ j = w′ j À w′ for a wave with a period of 10 min and horizontal wavelength of 60 km: w′, dash dotted; w″ O , dashed; w″ N 2 , solid. reflectsboththedecreasingabundanceofN 2 relativetoOandthe related fact that viscosity and thermal conductivity for N 2 diminishes as its basic state number density mixing ratio diminishes(see (5)).Thetotalgasverticalvelocityw′peaksnear210km. Thus the total wave peaks near the top of the region where the steepest decreases in mean molecular weight are found (see Figure1a) .Thediffusionvelocitiesgrowwithaltituderelativeto w′ as the coupling between the two species diminishes. Near 360km altitude w″ N 2 becomes comparable to w′.
[25] Below $200 km the phases of w″ O and w′ are nearly equal indicating that w′ O > w′ N 2 and that w′ ≈ w′ O because of the tight coupling that exists in the lower thermosphere. The phase difference between w″ O and w′ diverges as the species decouple and O becomes the dominant species. The phases of w″ O and w″ N 2 are in antiphase throughout in agreement with (9).
[26] Figure 3 shows the same quantities as in Figure 2 but for a wave with a period of 20 min and horizontal wavelength of 120 km. The results are similar to those shown in Figure 2 , but the w′ and w″ O profiles peak lower by about 20 km and the amplitude of w″ N 2 diminishes more slowly above a broad maximum between $220 and 300 km. The phases are similar to those shown in Figure 2 , except for a phase offset and phase gradients indicating shorter vertical wavelengths.
[27] Figure 4 shows the same quantities as in Figure 2 but for a wave with a period of 40 min and horizontal wavelength of 240 km. The results continue the trend from Figure 2 to Figure 3 , with the w′ and w″ O profiles peaking lower and the tendency for w″ N 2 above $240 km toward constant amplitude with altitude. The w″ N 2 profile does not have a distinct peak. Amplitude growth diminishes until it becomes essentially constant or slightly increasing above about 260 km. This reflects an overall tendency for slower amplitude decreases above the peak as period increases, on the one hand, and the increase of w″ N 2 relative to w″ O , on the other. The corresponding phases are similar to Figures 2 and 3, but are shifted and the vertical wavelengths are shorter. The shorter vertical wavelengths imply greater dissipation due to viscosity and thermal conduction.
[28] Figure 5 shows vertical profiles of the amplitudes of contributions to the relative mean molecular weight fluctuation from vertical advection and mutual diffusion (respectively, the first and second terms on the right of (8)) for a wave with a 10 min period and 60 km horizontal wavelength. The contributions are calculated from the binary-gas model. Throughout the lower thermosphere mutual diffusion is negligible compared to vertical advection, reflecting the tight coupling between species (small diffusion velocities). Above $240 km the diffusive contribution begins to affect the M ′= M profile, but at these altitudes the amplitude of M ′= M is less by about an order of magnitude from its peak value of $1%. The phases of M ′= M and of the advective contribution are nearly equal through the lower thermosphere reflecting the strong dominance of vertical advection over mutual diffusion. Above 220 km the phases diverge somewhat reflecting the growing contribution from mutual diffusion.
[29] Figure 6 is the same as Figure 5 except for a wave with a 20 min period and horizontal wavelength of 120 km. The results are similar to those shown in Figure 5 except that mutual diffusion effects become evident at lower altitudes, reflecting the fact that diffusion effects have longer to act to diminish the M′ perturbations established by vertical advection. The phases are similar to those shown in Figure 5 .
[30] Figure 7 shows the same results for a 40 min wave with a horizontal wavelength of 2400 km. The results continue the trend established by the two shorter period waves. The effect of mutual diffusion is appreciable starting at altitudes near 200 km. By 360 km (the highest altitude plotted) the reduction due to mutual diffusion in the value of M ′= M induced by vertical advection is a factor of $2. The phases are similar to those shown in Figures 5 and 6 . [31] We now examine the effects of composition on the total gas. Compositional effects enter the governing equations primarily through the ideal gas law, adding a term M ′= M and through the first law adding a term proportional to c′ p = c p [Walterscheid and Hickey, 2001] . Both affect the thermal response and we examine compositional effects on the total gas by examining the effects on temperature.
[32] Figure 8 shows the amplitude of the relative temperature fluctuation for a 10 min wave with a horizontal wavelength of 60 km. Results are from the one-gas model for the M′ = 0 limit (10), from the one-gas model with where M′ is nonzero based on the DM/Dt = 0 limit (11), and from the binary total gas model. Over the whole domain plotted the results based on DM/Dt = 0 are much closer to the binary total gas results than are the results for the M′ = 0 limit; the agreement in the former case being essentially exact. The results with M′ = 0 (the standard approximation) are significantly less accurate. Where T ′= T peaks (near 180 km) the error is close to 30%. The phases for the binary total gas results and for the DM/Dt = 0 limit agree very closely over all attitudes shown. The phases for the M′ = 0 result are significantly different from the other results, the phase difference being $15 at 120 km, growing to $60 by 360 km.
[33] Figure 9 is the same as Figure 8 except for 20 min wave with a 120 km horizontal wavelength. The results are similar, except that the wave peaks slightly lower ($10 km) and the effects of mutual diffusion are somewhat greater, but not significant. The phase differences between the various solutions are similar to those seen in Figure 8 .
[34] Figure 10 is the same as Figure 8 except for a 40 min wave with a 240 km horizontal wavelength. The wave peaks about 20 km lower than the 20 min wave and the resultant M ′= M wave shows a greater contribution from the effects of mutual diffusion, though the dominant contribution comes from vertical advection. The greater contribution from mutual diffusion is seen in the phases, where the phase difference between the M′ = 0 solution and the other two is decreased.
[35] Figure 11 shows the amplitude of the relative temperature fluctuation for a 10 min wave with a horizontal wavelength of 60 km for the nonisothermal atmosphere described in section 3.4.2. The results are similar to the isothermal results (Figure 8 ) except that the wave peaks lower by $20 km and the differences between the M′ = 0 solution and the more accurate solutions are reduced to $20%. This is consistent with the wave peaking lower so that the main effects of vertical advection are weighed to altitudes where the M gradient is smaller. The feature just above 120 km seen in all three solutions is where a maximum in the Brunt-Vaisala frequency is found.
[36] The phases for the DM/Dt = 0 solution are only slightly improved over the M′ = 0 below the amplitude peak, but at higher altitudes the former become significantly more accurate. Similar results were found for the slower waves, but the largest relative improvements (approaching 30%) were found above the amplitude peaks.
[37] The most striking feature of the results is the very good agreement between the binary total gas results and the one-gas solutions based on the DM/Dt = 0 limit.
Discussion
[38] The effects of gravity waves on composition are given in (8). There is competition between two opposing effects: the effects of vertical advection in perturbing composition and the effects of mutual diffusion in damping the perturbation. The perturbing effects are a function of the vertical gradient of the mean molecular weight and the disturbance vertical velocity, while the latter is a function of the decoupling between the species. [39] The relative contribution of vertical advection and mutual diffusion is a function of wave frequency. The longer the wave period the smaller the aspect ratio w′/u′ and the smaller the contribution of the perturbing effects of gravity waves on the mean molecular weight in proportion to the forcing.
[40] Where the vertical velocities for the two species begins to decouple depends, on the one hand, on the ratio
Þ=w governing the strength of the coupling, and, on the other, on tendencies for the species to act independently as the differential vertical advection acts to force them apart. The latter tendency is described by use of the wave continuity equations. At altitudes where waves are coupled to the extent that their velocities are similar, the individual continuity equations may be combined to give the advection tendency
The differential density perturbations are associated with differential pressure perturbations and these perturbations , from the one-gas model where M′ is nonzero based on (13) (dashed) and from the binary total gas model (dot dashed). Results are for a nonisothermal atmosphere as described in the text.
produce forces that act to increase the differential in the gas velocities for the two constituents.
[41] The competition between the perturbing effects of vertical advection on the mean molecular weight and the restoring effects of mutual diffusion are shown in Figures 5-7 . These figures show the combined and separate effects of vertical advection and mutual diffusion on the relative fluctuation in mean molecular weight M ′= M for 10, 20 and 40 min waves, respectively, with phase speeds of 100 m s À1 . In the lower thermosphere (below $250 km) M ′= M is significantly different from zero because of vertical advection. The peak in the M ′= M profile occurs near 200 km for the 10 min waves and becomes progressively lower for increasing period, occurring near 180 km for the 40 min wave. This is consistent with the earlier decoupling of slow waves discussed earlier in this section. The profile of the diffusive contribution peaks about 20 km higher than the advective contribution, and decreases more slowly with height. Diffusive effects are essentially nil near and below the peak for all three waves. The contribution due to mutual diffusion becomes increasingly important with increasing altitude and is more pronounced the slower the wave. However, the advective contribution remains dominant over all altitudes considered.
[42] It is clear from the results shown in Figures 5-7 that diffusive effects do not significantly reduce M ′= M perturbations in the region where they are generated by vertical advection, but may have a significant affect at higher altitudes. This is reflected in the results for T ′= T shown in Figures 8-10 where it is seen that throughout much of the lower and middle thermosphere the approximation ∂M ′=∂t ¼ Àw′∂ M =∂z is significantly more accurate than the standard approximation M′ = 0. This confirms the earlier suggestion of Walterscheid and Hickey [2001] . We expect this approximation to hold for most waves that are able to propagate into the middle thermosphere without severe attenuation. This is because, except for waves with very long horizontal wavelengths, they must be fairly high frequency waves and mutual diffusion would not act fast enough to cancel the perturbing effect of the advection of mean molecular weight.
[43] The compositional effects are sensitive to the vertical gradient of the mean molecular weight. The vertical variation that we have chosen is close to the variation shown in the U.S. Standard Atmosphere, 1976 [COESA, 1976 . Variations at high latitudes under average solar flux conditions are much steeper and are associated with larger errors for the standard approximation ($30% at the T ′= T peak) for the same 10 min wave considered here (Figure 11 ) [Walterscheid and Hickey, 2001] .
Conclusions
[44] We have examined compositional effects on the total gas results and compared them with a one-gas model where mean molecular weight is either held constant (the standard approximation) or conserved following a parcel [Walterscheid and Hickey, 2001] . There are two limiting cases. The first is where composition does not respond to wave motion and the other where it responds to wave motion as if composition were a conserved quantity. These may be incorporated into a one-gas model by requiring respectively that M′ = 0 or ∂M′=∂t ¼ Àw′∂ M =∂z . We find that compositional effects are significant and that conservation of mean molecular weight is a significantly better approximation than the standard approximation. Indeed, if it is the total gas response that is of interest one does not need to use a multiconstituent model, rather a one-gas model that includes conservation of mean molecular weight is adequate. A significant compositional effect is the fact that the viscosity and thermal conduction of a given species are reduced by the presence of another species.
